3rd European Transpersonal Conference

The third conference of Eurotas is scheduled to take place in London on 22-25 August 1994, a Monday through a Thursday. Its main theme, *Initiation, in the Individual and the Collective. The Many Ways: The One Path*, will deal with initiation as a transition from one state of consciousness to another, to the episodes, symbols and crises that accompany the death of the old and the emergence of the new, both in the individual and in society. Attention will be paid to the many signs that indicate that such may indeed be the nature of the crisis the whole of humanity is under-
going on a planetary scale. A list of possible topics includes:

- **Stages and Maps of Initiation** (Christ, Alchemy, Chakras, Tarot);
- **Inner Process** (symbols, dreams, meditation);
- **Myths of the Journey** (relation of self images to collective myths);
- **Pathology** (projections, illnesses and accidents, shadow manifestations);
- **Archetypes** (initiating figures, spiritual families);
- **Research** (new paradigms);
- **Collective and The Outer World** (Fundamentalism and ideology, Alternative movements, The transpersonal perspective, the spiritual in politics and society); etc.

The Conference will take place in Regent’s College and include Plenary sessions with keynote speakers, as well as Workshops, Seminars, or Small Group Meetings.

Registration fees: before 31 March, £100; after 31 March, £120.

*Registration & information:*
Centre for Transpersonal Psychology, 7 Pembridge Place, London W2 4XB, UK — Ph. 44.1.276412.